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Falcon Safaris has long and firm relationship with almost all of African and - the travel world's - top travel advisors; they have been our valued partners in creating the world's best safari company.
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Your African dream is waiting.

Meaningful movement themselves in unexpected ways as we GUIDE YOU into the HEART OF AFRICA. as your AFRICAN DREAM makers, we take pride in every details.
FALCON SAFARIS
FOUNDER AND CEO
Hamilton Mandiyidza
REINCARNATING THE FANTASY OF "OLD UNTOUCHED AFRICA"

Our story unfolds

Falcon Safaris was created with the vision of sharing the wonders of the African continent with those who are eager to explore some of the world’s most magnificent areas...areas that combine pristine, natural beauty, incredible wildlife, cultural diversity, and remote, unspoiled, and untamed wilderness. If you want to experience the true essence of Africa, then the big lodges filled with masses of tourists are not for you. We, in conjunction with only the very best of our local African partners, are here to offer you large, remote, private, and exclusive concessions that cater to a minimal number of guests. With so few guests in such large unspoiled tracts of wilderness, the magical feeling is unlike anything you are likely to ever experience.

Falcon Safaris is run by people who know the African continent intimately, who have lived there, and who know the people and Places. It is run by people who were born and raised in Africa and who continue to return year after year - not only to refresh their knowledge but predominantly because of the love and passion that they have for its areas. Find is where you find it and how you experience it. Talk to us about when to travel, when and how in order to get the very best out of an immersion into the African savanna.
AFRICA is about who you know

We have partnered with the best in Africa to ensure your dream trips in safe hands
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At **FALCON SAFARIS**, we have more than 25 years of firsthand experience....

From the vast plains of Tanzania to the jungles of the Congo basin, Africa offers visitors fabulous safari experiences you can’t find anywhere else. With unbeatable game-viewing and wildlife spectacles, to rest and relaxation on golden sand beaches, Africa has it all. But planning your first African safari holiday can be a little daunting.

👀 **WILDLIFE AND WILDERNESS**

As a showcase for large mammals Africa is unmatched – but as important as what you can find is where you find it and how you experience it. Talk to us about when to travel, when and how in order to get the very best out of an immersion into the African savanna.

🔍 **THE NATURAL WORLD**

The teeming herd of ungulates, the predators and scavengers that depend on them, the colorful array of monkeys and the Great Apes that still live in natural conditions show us what the world was like before humans gained domination over the rest of the animal kingdom.

🔍 **EXPERIENCES MATCHED TO YOU**

Whether you want to approach big game on foot or focus on photography from hides, outfitters across Africa specialize in matching expectations with experiences.
about South Africa
Few places on Earth can match South Africa for its blend of adventure and outstanding hospitality.

From riding to swimming in rivers to game viewing safaris, the activities on offer are as vast and varied as the landscapes.

You could embark on a road trip through stunning scenery, bask in the superb climate, explore world-class wilderness and sample award-winning wines. For families, South Africa really comes into its own.

South Africa’s TOP EXPERIENCES

- The Victoria & Albert waterfront
- Perfect for outdoor sport enthusiasts
- Swim in the Indian Ocean
- Beautiful coastal scenery
- History of the Garden route
- Boutique guest houses & food
- The Victoria & Albert waterfront
about Namibia
Namibia is one of the most photogenic countries in Africa.

Sensational colors abound, complemented by a sublime quality of light, clear blue skies and immense wild spaces.

While there are plenty of opportunities to see wildlife here, from the desert-adapted elephant of the Skeleton Coast, to the big cats of Etosha, this is only a small part of the reason to visit. This is a country where you can drive for a full day without seeing another soul. Literally.

Nimibia’s TOP EXPERIENCES

- Mobile safari in the dunes of Namibia’s Sandwich Bay
  Disappear into the remote Namib Desert in search of desert-adapted species and sleep beneath the stars with a mobile camp.

- Skeleton Coast Flying Safari
  Flying up Namibia’s skeleton coast to land in impossibly remote and beautiful spots is a safari you’ll never forget.

- Namibia Self Drive Safari
  With its epic desert landscapes and vast empty roads, Namibia is as safe as it is exhilarating for family holidays.
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about Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe's TOP EXPERIENCES

- Visit the place of elephants
- Fly camping on the banks of the mighty Zambezi
- Walking safari in Mana Pools
- Adrenalin capital: bungee, white water rafting
- Strike out on foot with expert guides

The continent's second largest population of elephants.

Bordered by the mighty Zambezi river to the north and Limpopo to the south, Zimbabwe has all of Africa's big-game species.

With a long and proud tradition of first-class guiding, Zimbabwe offers the finest walking and canoeing safaris in Africa. In the north of the country at Mana Pools National Park, the possibility to walk ridiculously close to elephant bulls and packs of wild dog is unrivalled. Combined with the best canoeing on the continent.
about

Tanzania
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Combine memorable wildlife encounters with romantic luxury: from safari star beds to private beach retreats.

Home to iconic parks like the Serengeti with its remarkable wildebeest migration, Tanzania is a country of exceptional biodiversity, defined by wilderness on an almost unprecedented scale. Set up in stunning and remote locations to get you and your family off-grid and into the wild. If you’re after the maximum safari flavour, take the chance to spend a couple of nights under canvas while in Tanzania.

Tanzania TOP EXPERIENCES

- Explore the Serengeti with a simple mobile camp
  Go off-grid to spend time chimp trekking in search of our closest primate cousin in the Mahale mountains

- Walking safari in the Selous Game Reserve
  A thrilling walking safari experience to encounter the bush and wildlife on foot.

- Chimp Trekking in Western Tanzania
  Civilised camping safaris are proof that less can be more. Great guiding, a private vehicle and a simple comfortable camp far from the crowds.
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Wildebeest
migration

An unforgettable safari experience where wildlife is a feast for the eyes.

A once-in-a-lifetime safari

Take your seats for the greatest wildlife show on Earth. The 'Great Migration' is one of the planet's most amazing wildlife events. Vast herds of wildebeest, zebra, and gazelles migrate from the southern Serengeti in Tanzania to Kenya's Maasai Mara in their constant search for fresh grasses. The Serengeti is the mother of all safari parks, its endless open plains are not only the stomping ground of the Great Migration but also home to the highest concentration of predators anywhere in Africa.

The Great Migration is a cyclical event that takes place all year. Travelling to the right area of the Serengeti in any month guarantees sightings of the herds. Below, we give a summary of the herds' movements and the best camps at different prices.
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Rise to the roof of AFRICA by climbing the mighty Mount Kilimanjaro......

KILIMANJARO trekking

Summit mighty Kilimanjaro on this dream mountain adventure! Follow Falcon Safaris’ highly experienced guides up a less-traveled route with a 98% summiting success rate. Journey along the forested slopes of Mount Meru, home to colobus monkeys, buffalo, giraffes, and elephants. Marvel at Great Barranco Valley’s otherworldly senecio, groundsel, and lobelia plants and witness the stunning Lava Tower, a rocky outcrop piercing up over 15,000 feet into the sky. Magical sunsets and glacier vistas await at our campsites an route to the ‘roof of Africa’ at 19,340 feet.

- Experience the unforgettable moment of reaching the top of Kilimanjaro - we have a 98% summit success rate!
- Hike & Trek up a famous yet less-traveled route designed for optimal mountain acclimatization
- Witness otherworldly flora and dazzling landscapes of the Great Barranco Valley
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Safari in Kenya is an intoxicating blend for those after a real adventure.

Expect sensational wildlife and wilderness, as well as wildly stylish camps and bush homes, a huge range of activities and a high degree of flexibility and freedom.

The Kenyans practically invented the concept of safari; today’s best guides were yesterday’s barefoot bush-kids, so their knowledge is rooted in a muddy-kneed, dirt-on-hands level of personal experience.

Kenya
TOP EXPERIENCES

- Big game viewing in Kenya’s Masai Mara
  See the best of big game, staying in small camps in outstanding areas of the Masai Mara.

- Camel Safari with Samburu Guides
  Transport your mobile camp and escape into the most remote parts of Kenya on foot.

- On the trail of Laikipia’s wild dog
  Encounter the elusive wild dog on safari and get up close for an unforgettable safari experience.
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about Botswana
Botswana is one of Africa’s greatest conservation success stories.

With numbers strictly regulated, visitors are able to get away from crowds and enjoy one of the highest ratios of wildlife to people anywhere. Botswana’s combination of great game, uncrowded reserves, excellent small camps and the use of open vehicles for day and night game viewing is difficult to beat.

**Botswana TOP EXPERIENCES**

- Tracking with the Bushmen of the Kalahari
- Camping on islands in the Delta
- Elephant central in Chobe National Park
- Explore the largest salt pan in the world
- Find yourself off-grid in a truly remote wilderness
- It’s a family affair: track the packs of wild dog
- The unique scenery and sunsets of the Okavango
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about Zambia
Zambia’s wildlife-rich areas are dominated by three wonderfully wild rivers:

The Luangwa Valley is the place where walking safaris were born and Zambia’s premier wildlife destination. Dominated by the dynamic and crazily meandering Luangwa River, leopards are particularly abundant here and other star attractions include lion, wild dog, Thorncroft’s giraffe and thousands and thousands of hippo. Small camps set deep in the wilds, first-class guiding and pristine landscapes combine to provide a distinctly authentic safari experience.

**Zambia TOP EXPERIENCES**

- **Walking Safari in Kafue National Park**
  Off the Busanga Plains, to the massive Kafue River, an area brimming with wildlife and few other human visitors to be found.

- **Walking Safari in South Luangwa**
  An old-school multi-day walking safari in one of Africa’s finest wildernesses.

- **Safari adventure in Kafue National Park**
  In this epic safari experience, we join the dots across this astonishing park on foot, by balloon, canoe, boat and land rover – from Busanga to Lake Itezhi-Tezhi.
Uganda is the only country where it’s possible to encounter both mountain gorillas and chimpanzees.

From the semi-desert of Karamoja to the snow-capped mountains of the Rwenzoris and the “impenetrable” Bwindi rainforests, Uganda seems to capture the eclectic natural beauty of the whole African continent.

Uganda TOP EXPERIENCES

- Gorilla trekking in Bwindi National Park
- Superb birdlife
- Experience the most powerful falls in the world
Malawi is a landlocked country, running down the end of the Great Rift Valley.

Mozambique is the ultimate Indian Ocean escape, dazzling visitors with its pristine turquoise waters, remote desert islands and rich coastal culture.

Dominated by Lake Malawi, the third largest lake in Africa, the surrounding country is exceptionally beautiful with dramatic scenery as well as an abundance of birds and wildlife. It is known as the “Warm Heart of Africa” and as people, the Malawians live up to this name. They are extremely friendly and welcoming.

Mozambique TOP EXPERIENCES

- **Walking Safari in Kafue National Park**
  The coastline of Mozambique has some of the most intact reef ecosystems in the World and you can enjoy some spectacular diving in Pemba, Tofo, Pomene and the Quirimbas Islands.

- **Walking Safari in South Luangwa**
  Mozambique is known to have some of the best seafood in the World and is famous for the dish Peri-peri prawns.

- **Safari adventure in Kafue National Park**
  Experience the thrill of cantering along the endless stretches of sandy white beaches while the Sun slips below the Ocean and the sky is drenched in beautiful hues.
Experience incredible Wildlife encounters on our virtual safaris Visit

Visit the vast open wilderness and explore our reserves without even leaving your home. Join our Field Guides and Trackers as they take you on game drives and safari walks with incredible wildlife sightings.
WE SHARE THE WORLD BECAUSE WE LOVE TRAVEL

Our Mission

To empower our community of Globetrotters to realize
a lifetime of Travel
Whether you’re a seasoned explorer, a first-time adventurer, or a parent seeking a once-in-a-lifetime family trip, we can create your dream holiday filled with experiences that will stay with you for a lifetime.

A safari really is the experience of a lifetime and Africa holds a world of possibility for anyone hoping to search out the Big Five in the wild. There are a world-class wildlife destinations across the whole of Southern and East Africa, so there really is the perfect safari out there for every kind of traveller, whether you’ve got a young family in tow or you’re simply young at heart. African safari is an expedition or a trip, usually by tourists, to observe animals in their natural habitat. These natural habitats can be national parks or game reserves such as Kruger national park in South Africa, Masai Mara in Kenya, and Serengeti in Tanzania. There are different forms of African safaris. The most notable ones are walking safari, hiking, or the most popular, game-drives.

Enjoy thrilling game drives in search of the “Big Five,” marvel at magnificent Victoria Falls, and discover Lower Zambezi National Park by guided canoe and sunset river cruises. Plus, stays in deluxe lodges add to your safari experience.

- Private Custom Safaris: Uniquely designed safaris for your private group
- Classic Safaris: Travel with a small group on more than 400 set departure dates
- Private Classic Safaris: A Classic Safari reserved exclusively for your private group
- Options & Extensions: Extend your safari experience
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FAMILIES on Safari
"Safari takes you way out of your world. You know the one."

Our family safaris set the template for all of Falcon’s safaris journey, our ancestral homeland. We loved the planning, we had immeasurable fun, and we learned that care and mutual support were the keys to successful trips. I think that familial care is what inspires such affection and loyalty from our guests.

Families travelling with small kids and tighter budgets might find it easier to base themselves in major centres like Arusha (where there are shops, medical facilities and other support services) and do shorter excursions from that base on their Tanzania Safari.

An example of an easy and rewarding day trip would be to nearby Arusha National Park where there is plenty of wildlife, but for the full experience, a trip further afield to Ngorongoro Crater, Tarangire or Lake Manyara would be more impressive.
EXPERIENCE THE ROMANTIC HONEYMOON
Safari in Africa.
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“Romance is where you find it, whether it’s curled up on the couch watching Cary Grant and Deborah Kerr in An Affair to Remember or strolling by the Seine on a crisp fall day. But on a luxury safari, romance is in the very—sometimes inspiringly sultry—air.”

We offer classic wildlife safaris, cultural tours, overland expeditions, family holidays, safari and beach, honeymoon and tailor-made holidays. Our adventure holidays to Africa range from a week touring the famous game parks of Kenya to the ultimate Africa adventure travelling from South to East Africa over nearly three months! Perfect for couples, groups of friends or solo travellers, our safari holidays aim to offer you THE perfect wildlife experience. And remember, nothing gets your heart beating faster than hearing lions roar at night!
Connecting AFRICA
Victoria Falls awaits to take you on an adventure of a lifetime! Picture yourself being drenched by the spray of the mighty Victoria Falls, or out exploring the African bush in a land cruiser when suddenly you come across a large herd of majestic elephant only meters away.

Need some advice? Our friendly safari experts are on standby to tailor a tour that suits your every need and will assist you with every step of your Victoria Falls Adventure.

Clocking in at twice the height of Niagara Falls, the Victoria Falls is one of Africa’s greatest and most-visited attractions. Traditionally known as Mosi-oa-Tunya or ‘the Smoke that Thunders’, Vic Falls is often the end-point of a Southern African safari.

We Think You’ll Love
in one trip we cover all over Africa

OVERLAND Expedition
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We Think You’ll Love...

Unscripted Stories from our epic Trans-Africa OVERLAND Expedition

Travel by overland safari truck is the safest, most friendly, and cost-effective way to have an Africa camping tour. Zimbabwe is one of the most endowed naturally and culturally in the continent of Africa. Zimbabwe is a landlocked country in southern Africa known for its breathtaking natural landscape and diverse wildlife. much of it within the well-kept national parks, reserves, and safari areas. We go to places where public transport is unreliable, roads are rough, and finding accommodation can be difficult. Safari in Africa with Falcon Safari and when you join our trip with your backpack you will find everything you need on our well-equipped exp edition truck. Our overland tour trucks have comfortable coach seats, with a wide aisle for legroom and space; a great place to socialize and to see the sites. Our overland trips are so different from the usual game park safari to the Masai Mara in Kenya, the Serengeti & Ngorongoro Crater in Tanzania. Or Etosha Pan Namibia, or one of the seven natural wonders of the world; Victoria Falls in Zimbabwe.
Houseboat Safaris

Look at the wonder and beauty.....
Ways to Experiences

HOUSEBOAT Tours

An ideal getaway for young couples or honeymooners looking to get away, houseboat safaris are a great option for the whole family to spend some quality time together in new surroundings. Sit back and watch as the wildlife come to you, while you float away underneath the glow of the African sun. Chobe has a well-earned reputation his game-packed park to see lions, buffalo, giraffes, and (the real stars of the show!) elephants. You're likely to see more elephants here than anywhere else in Africa, especially during Botswana's dry season when herds of up to a hundred gathered on the banks of the Chobe River.

We Think You'll Love...

ZAMBEZI QUEEN
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Accommodation
Nothing comes as more of a surprise to first-time visitors to Africa than the luxury, serenity, and romance of its lodges and camps.

Here are some of the extraordinary East Africa properties Falcon Safaris has chosen for its Classic, Private Classic, and Custom journeys. (For more Custom lodges and camps, see Falconsafaris.com.)
A soul-restoring Falcon experience. Find your sanctuary.

most magnificent areas...areas that combine pristine, natural beauty, incredible wildlife, cultural diversity, and remote, unspoiled, and untamed wilderness. If you want to experience the true essence of Africa, then the big lodges filled with masses of tourists are not for you. We, in conjunction with only the very best of our local African partners, are here to offer you large, remote, private, and exclusive concessions.
START PLANNING YOUR TAILORED AFRICAN safari with FALCON SAFARIS
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